Text Banking Enrollment and Terms of Use
Last Modified: March 2019

By clicking accept, I agree that I have read and accept the Terms of Use for
BOM Text Banking in order to enable Enrollment
* - Indicates required field which Enables and authorize text banking on the mobile device
below.
SMS Text Number *

Message & Data rates may apply. Text HELP to 226563 for help. Text STOP to 226563 to
cancel. Receive 1 message per query.
Privacy policy
SUMMARY OF TERMS:
By clicking accept, you acknowledge that you have read and agree to the terms of use and are
subscribed until you send STOP to our Text Banking. These terms of use are a legal agreement
between you and Bank of Marin (BOM) and apply to you and anyone else you authorize to use
text banking on your mobile device. In addition to this agreement, the BOM Deposit Agreement
and Disclosure Statement (BOM Deposit Agreement) applies to account transactions using your
mobile device. These agreements may be amended from time to time.
These terms of use govern your access to and use of your mobile text banking only as between
BOM and you. Your device manufacturer, wireless carrier, and other third party services may
have their own terms and conditions and privacy policies (“Third Party Agreements”) and you
are also subject to those Third Party Agreements.
You confirm that you hold the account corresponding to the mobile phone number you have
entered or that you have the account holder's permission to use this service. For help, send
HELP to 226563. To cancel, text STOP to 226563 at any time.
Our Text Banking works with: Alltel, AT&T, Boost Mobile, Cincinnati Bell, Sprint PCS, TMobile, U.S. Cellular, Virgin Mobile USA, and Verizon Wireless but is not compatible with all
devices.
You may receive account alerts as part of this service and receive a minimum of 1 message per
query. Message and data rates may apply.
ENABLING ACCOUNTS FOR TEXT BANKING:
You will need to both enable and provide nicknames for your accounts to use Text Banking.

These changes can be made on the 'Account Preferences' page.
TEXT BANKING PHONE NUMBER:
Send any of the commands below to 226563. For easier access and added security, please add
this code to your contacts.
TEXT BANKING COMMANDS:
BAL - provides balances for all accounts that are enabled for Text Banking
BAL account nickname - provides the balance for the specified account. Example: BAL acct1
HIST account nickname - provides account history for the specified account. Example: HIST
acct1
XFER account nickname1 account nickname2 amount - transfer the specified amount from
account 1 to account 2. Example: XFER acct1 acct2 100.00
HELP - sends a list of contact points for the credit union
STOP - stops all further text message communications
COST:
There are no premium charges for using Text Banking, however message and data rates may
apply.
HOW TO OPT-OUT:
To opt-out of Text Banking, text STOP to 226563. An unsubscribe message will be sent to your
number confirming the cancellation, and no more messages will be sent after that.
SUPPORTED CARRIERS:
Alltel, Appalachian Wireless, AT&T, Bluegrass Cellular, Boost Mobile, Cellcom, Cellular
South, Centennial Wireless, Cincinnati Bell, GCI, Immix Wireless, Inland Cellular, IV
Cellular, Nex-Tech Wireless, Nextel Communications, nTelos, Revol Wireless, Sprint PCS,
T-Mobile, U.S. Cellular, United Wireless, Verizon Wireless, Virgin Mobile, and West
Central Wireless.
For support, please contact us at 866-626-6004 Option 2.

